Introduction
Let K be a p-local complex-oriented homology theory. The K-homology of the even spaces in the Ω-spectrum for BP form a Hopf ring. In [6] Ravenel and Wilson chararacterise this Hopf ring by a purely algebraic universal property, and also prove that the K-homology of each component of each even space is polynomial under the star product. The star-indecomposables in this Hopf ring form an algebra under the circle product.
In this paper we take K to be 2-periodic Morava K-theory, and study the resulting ring R of indecomposables. In propositions 2.2 and 2.3 we give an algebraic universal property which characterises R, and relate this to a better-known description of the stable ring K * (BP ). In theorem 2.11 we nearly provide a splitting of R as a product of indecomposable factors, each of which is isomorphic modulo nilpotents to K * (BP ). In the case n = 1, there are no nilpotents and R is the subring of an infinite product of copies of K * (BP ) defined by a certain asymptotic condition; this is proved as theorem 3.3. We give a very simple description of the Dyer-Lashof operation on R in these terms.
In section 4 we again take n = 1, replace BP by an arbitrary (−1)-connected spectrum X with only even cells, and obtain some partial results in the same spirit.
It would clearly be desirable to generalise those of our results which are restricted to the case n = 1. This will probably be possible using the results of [8] and [2] . However, the statements and proofs will be considerably more elaborate.
All spectra and spaces in this paper will be assumed to be localised at a prime p.
Results for Arbitrary Height
First we establish some notation. Fix an integer n > 0. We write K for the 2-periodic Morava K-theory spectrum of height n:
We use the multiplication on K(n) to define a multiplication on K in the obvious way. Thus K * = F p [u ±1 ] as rings. Note that if n = 1 then K is just mod p complex K-theory, K = KU/p. In sections 3 and 4 we shall specialise to this case.
If X is a spectrum, X i will denote the i-th infinite loop space associated to it. If E * is a homology theory we write σ : E m (X j ) −→ E m+1 (X j+1 )
for the homology suspension and σ ∞ : E m (X j ) −→ E m−j (X)
for the stabilisation map. We let y K denote the usual p-typical orientation class in K 0 (CP ∞ ), which gives rise to the p-typical formal group law F 0 (s, t) over
. This is a strict orientation, in the sense that it restricts to 1 in
We let x BP be the usual strict orientation class in BP 2 (CP ∞ ), with associated formal group law
We let β i ∈ K 0 (CP ∞ ) be dual to (y K ) i and set
It is shown in [6] that K * (BP 2m ) is concentrated in even degrees, which implies that
and so on. It follows that the groups K 0 (BP 2 * ) form a (singly graded) Hopf ring over F p . After taking note of the slight difference between our notation and that of [6] , we conclude from their results that K 0 (BP 2 * ) is the free Hopf ring over F p [BP * ] generated by the coalgebra
Our main object of study will be the ring of indecomposables in this Hopf ring. We shall write Ind instead of the traditional Q for indecomposables, to avoid proliferation of Q's. Definition 2.1.
We have changed the sign of the grading to make it compatible with stabilisation. We consider R as a ring with multiplication induced by the circle product in K 0 (BP −2 * ). From now on, identities take place in R (and not in K 0 (BP −2 * ) itself) unless explicitly stated otherwise.
We would like to deduce relations in R from the Ravenel-Wilson relations stated above. First, we consider some generalities. Let A * be a Hopf ring over F p (with grading as for K 0 (BP 2 * )). We write
It is not hard to see that Group(A) * is a graded ring, with addition given by the star product and multiplication by the circle product. On the other hand, Ind(A) * is a graded ring with addition given by ordinary addition and multiplication by the circle product. There is a ring homomorphism Group(A) −→ Ind(A) given by 
The 
This just means that b(s) is a homomorphism of formal group laws b : F 0 −→ F . The p-series version of this is
Because the Ravenel-Wilson relation is essentially the only relation in K 0 (BP 2 * ), it is not hard to conclude that the above is the only relation in R. Thus, R is generated over BP * /p by elements b k for k > 0 subject only to the relations got by expanding b(s
The following proposition is an immediate consequence:
is the universal example of an algebra over BP * /p equipped with a homomorphism b : F 0 −→ F defined over R.
We now write S * = K * (BP ), so that the stabilisation map σ ∞ is a ring map R −→ S. Note that the composite
is just the usual right unit map.
We would like to compare our description of R with a similar description of the stable ring S. 
To express this more precisely, we write R
As u is invertible, the following is a colimit diagram in the same sense.
. Thus, the horizontal maps in the top line of the above diagram are just multiplication by b 1 . It follows immediately that S = R[b
Next, observe that a map f : F −→ F of formal group laws is iso (i.e. invertible under composition) iff f (0) is a unit. It follows easily that S has the claimed universal property.
Remark 2.4.
A description which may be more familiar is that S is the universal example of an algebra over
. This is related to the description above by σ ∞ b(t) = c(t/u). It is not hard to show that the two descriptions are equivalent.
A natural thing to try to do now is to factor a morphism F 0 −→ F as the projection to the quotient by a subgroup, followed by an isomorphism. However, the theory of subgroups of formal groups is subtle -we shall return to this in later work [8] . For the moment, we shall construct a splitting of R motivated by the above idea, without explaining the connection in detail. Later in this paper, we will take n = 1. In this case, the theory of subgroups is easy and we will be able to give a more precise answer.
is any homomorphism of formal group laws over an F p -algebra, then there is an integer n ≥ 0 (the height of f ) and a power series g such that f (x) = g(x Proof. We know that
For the rest of the proof, we write b = b (m) . The lowest order terms on either side of the above relation are
If we work mod ann(b p ) we find that v 1 = 0 so the relation gives bs
2 )), and we proceed in the same way. We conclude that for arbitrary n b 1+p+...+p
as claimed. The second statement in the lemma is clear.
We next consider the Verschiebung map of the Hopf ring K 0 (BP 2 * ). Let us briefly recall the definition. For each m, the ring A = K 0 (BP 2m ) is a bicommutative Hopf algebra over F p . Write ψ p for the p-fold coproduct map
We also consider the map
It can be shown that D is iso. The Verschiebung can be defined as the composite
If A were finite-dimensional then this would just be dual to the map F : a → a p in A * . We could give a similar description in the general case, but we would have to consider topological vector spaces and continuous duals.
We refer to [7] for formal properties of the Verschiebung map. Here we shall simply note that V is a homomorphism of Hopf rings. From the definition, one can see that ]. This is also isomorphic to S by proposition 2.3. We next record some standard facts from commutative algebra. Proof. This is easy, except for the lifting of idempotents. That is also well-known, but seems not to appear in the standard references on commutative algebra. We learned the following simple proof from Andrew Ranicki. Suppose e ∈ A is idempotent mod J. Write f = 1 − e, so ef ∈ J is nilpotent, say (ef ) n = 0. Note that e n + f n = e + f = 1 (mod J)
Thus e n + f n is invertible mod J, hence invertible in A. Take e = e n /(e n + f n ). This is an idempotent lift of e. If e is another such lift, then e (1 − e ) and e (1 − e ) are both idempotents lying in the nilpotent ideal J, hence are zero. It follows that e = e e = e . Theorem 2.11. There are unique idempotents e k ∈ R such that for each m ≥ 0, 
The first isomorphism follows from the construction of e m , the second follows from lemma 2.7, and the third is proposition 2.8. On the other hand, S = K * BP is well-known to be polynomial and therefore indecomposable as claimed.
Remark 2.12. Note that e 0 = e 0 .
Remark 2.13. In [10] , Wilson constructs a non-canonical splitting of BP 2k as a product of indecomposable spaces. Except for the cases k = (p l − 1)/(p − 1), this is a splitting as H-spaces. It therefore induces a vector-space splitting of R −2k . It would be interesting to know how this splitting interacts with ours.
The Height One Case
From now on we take n = 1, so that K is mod p complex K-theory.
Lemma 3.1. The map
is an isomorphism.
Proof. The idempotent e 0 = e 0 gives a splitting
We have e 0 = v 1 b p−1 1
and b 1 e 0 = b 1 , which implies that R[e
0 ] S by proposition 2.3. The same equations give (e 0 ) = (b 1 ) = J 1 . By proposition 2.8 we know that V : R/J 1 −→ R is iso. Thus
By the Hattori-Stong theorem, the right unit map η R : BP * /p −→ S * is injective. We write T * for the image. This can also be thought of as a subring of R, in which case we have
(this follows easily from the formulae for V above). Definition 3.2. Let R be the set of sequences a = (a 0 , a 1 , . . . ) of elements of S such that for k 0 we have a k = a k+1 ∈ T . We make this into a ring with coordinatewise operations, and grade it by declaring that a is homogeneous of degree d iff each a i is homogeneous of degree d.
Theorem 3.3. The following map τ : R * −→ R * is an isomorphism of graded rings.
Proof. By iterating the construction of lemma 3.1, we obtain an isomorphism
It is not hard to check that this is the same as the decomposition
which we established earlier for general n. We get the desired result by passage to the limit, noting that V N (x) ∈ T * for N 0 and that T * = {x | V (x) = x}.
Remark 3.4. We do not yet understand the analogous limiting condition for n > 1.
Given this description, the following operation seems very natural.
Definition 3.5. DefineQ : R → R by identifying R with R and setting
We show that ourQ "agrees" with McClure's Dyer-Lashof operation. Given an infinite loop space X, McClure constructs a map
This operation is not additive. If we write
It follows easily, however, that Q induces an additive operation on indecomposables. If H * X is torsion-free then the same is true of KU 0 X, and
It follows that Q induces an additive map
We will need following two lemmas whose proofs are postponed until the end of the section. Let
Lemma 3.8. Let E be a generalized homology theory such that E * is concentrated in even degrees. Suppose that X is a space such that E * (Ω 2 X) is a polynomial algebra concentrated in even degrees. Then the homology suspension induces a monomorphism IndE * (Ω 2 X) → E * +2 (X).
Proof of theorem 3.6.. Throughout the proof we identify R with R . We consider the suspension map
It is easy to see that in Ind(K 0 (BP 2n )) we have eQ(a) =Q(a). (3) Thus, in K 0 (BP 2n+2 ), we have
Notice from the definition of Verschiebung that in (K 0 (BP 2n ) ⊗p ) Σp we have
Thus, the right hand side above becomes (
According to [4] we also have u
Since K * (BP 2n ) is a polynomial algebra by [9] , we can apply Lemma 3.8 to conclude thatQ(a) = Q(a) in R.
Now we go back to the proof of the lemmas.
Proof of lemma 3.7.. Although this follows from the main relation of [6] , we give a proof since it is quite simple. We evaluate the effect of the map induced by the composition:
and obtain:
, we obtain the desired result.
Proof of lemma 3.8.. Since E * (Ω 2 X) is a free E * -module by the assumption,
⊗k . Therefore the spectral sequence associated to the bar construction for ΩX BΩ 2 X converging to E * (ΩX) has
and collapses since E 2 term is generated by the elements of homological degree 1, so that
There can be no extension problem, and one has
Thus again E * (ΩX) is a free E * -module, so that we have a spectral sequence Tor E * (ΩX) (E * , E * ) ⇒ E * (X) that collapses for degree reasons and one has
where Γ denotes the divided polynomial coalgebra, i.e., the dual of the polynomial algebra generated by the basis elements of Hom E * (IndE * (ΩX), E * ). Thus one has an inclusion σ : IndE * (ΩX) → E * +1 (X) By composing, one gets the desired result. (Note that this argument also proves that E * (X) is a formal power series algebra unless E * is bounded from below, in which case it is a polynomaial algebra.)
Spectra with Even Cells
In this section, we again take n = 1. Let us say that a p-local spectrum X is even iff it is (−1)-connected, and H * (X) = H * (X; Z (p) ) is a free Z (p) -module concentrated in even degrees. In [1] , the first author proves a number of results about K 0 (X 2 * ). Later in this section we shall derive some slightly more precise versions of these results; for the moment we simply quote from [1] the fact that K 1 (X 2k ) = 0 for k ≥ 0.
For such a spectrum X, and an integer l ≤ 0, we define
Note that M (BP ) = R and M (BP ) = R . For any space Y with K 1 (Y ) = 0, the vector space K 0 (Y ) is a coalgebra over F p , and therefore has a Verschiebung map.
Proof. We may assume that Y is a CW-complex with skeleta Y k , and that
It is well known that I k I l ≤ I k+l , so that the Frobenius induces a map R k → R kp . Now put
By duality, we see that
The lemma follows.
For any even spectrum X we can define a map
The lemma assures us that τ (a) ∈ M (A) as claimed. It follows directly from proposition 3.3 that τ is iso if X is a wedge of spectra of the form Σ 2k BP .
We will prove this after some preliminary remarks. First, we observe that an even spectrum has an essentially functorial skeletal filtration. To be more precise, there is a 2k-dimensional even spectrum X 2k with a map X 2k → X such that H * (Y ) → H * (X) is iso up to degree 2k. Given a map X → Y of even spectra, and skeleta X 2k → X and Y 2k → Y , there is a unique (up to homotopy) compatible map X 2k → Y 2k . In particular, by considering the identity map of X we see that X 2k is determined up to canonical isomorphism. All this follows from elementary obstruction theory. Similarly, X/X 2k and X 2k /X 2k−2 are functors of X. Next, consider two even spectra X and Y , and put
In the usual way, this implies that
is additive (see [3, p193] ). Now consider the map
By the previous remark, this is bilinear. Moreover, π 2k (X 2k /X 2k−2 ) is canonically isomorphic to H 2k (X). We thus obtain a map
The first author showed in [1] that for k > 0 the ring K 0 (X 2k ) is polynomial, and there is a short exact sequence
Because we use p-local spectra, K 0 (X 0 ) may have tensor factors of the form 
It is thus short exact. It follows that M (X) → M (Y ) → M (Z) is itself short exact.
We next construct two sequences to which this applies. First, we have the cofibration
Elementary obstruction theory shows that there is a unique map α : BP → BP ∧ BP with απ = η ∧ 1 − 1 ∧ η, and one can calculate directly that H * (α) is a split monomorphism. We write β : BP ∧ BP → Z for the cofibre. After smashing these cofibrations with X and applying the lemma we find that the following sequences are exact:
We next consider the subsequence of the second sequence given by the image of the Hurewicz homomorphism π * → K * . All the spectra are (−1)-connected, so this is zero in negative degrees, and in degree zero it agrees with 0 → H * (X; F p ) → H * (BP ∧ X; F p ) → H * (BP ∧ BP ∧ X; F p ) This is again easily seen to be exact. It follows that the sequence 0 → M (X) * −→ M (BP ∧ X) * −→ M (BP ∧ BP ∧ X) * is exact in nonpositive degrees. Finally, we consider the diagram
